Cavitation in Ricinus by acoustic detection: Induction in excised leaves by various factors.
Xylem cavitation has been studied in Ricinus plants using vibration detection to examine its induction by different factors. These observations provide considerable circumstantial evidence in justification of the new technique as already described and further developed. In general cavitation is induced only when the tissue water balance is reduced hydrostatically. Thus cavitation is promoted by intense radiation which enhances transpiration, or alternatively by the blockage of xylem conduits by suspended particles carried in the transpiration stream. In contrast a reduction in radiation, or prevention of transpiration tends to restrict cavitation. Thus cavitation can be prevented by immersing a leaf in liquid paraffin. This technique has been used to see if radioactive bombardment would trigger its induction but no detectable effect has been observed even when exposed to intense radiation.An excised leaf, losing water in air, produces a "click total". On restoration to full turgor by standing the petiole in water it recovers very slowly and subsequently its "click total" is much reduced. If however the newly wilted leaf is allowed to recover in water following gas evacuation treatment the "cavitation total" often approaches the original and the rate of recovery is extremely rapid. Apparently gas emboli develop rapidly in conduits which have cavitated, but they can be removed by vacuum injection: the conduits refill and conduction is restored.